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Goals of research group on mergers and integration of 
Cadastres and land registers

1. Conduct an evaluation of case studies, comparing countries where agencies 
have merged or have not merged. 

2. Evaluate to which extent land administration benchmark studies correlate to 
the World Bank doing business reports on the issue of organisational merges.  

3. Conduct a qualitative study on how staff members of the respective agencies 
perceive mergers, integration and extended collaboration.



Findings and results so far

4 scientific papers: 

1.de Vries, W. T., P. M. Laarakker, and H. J. Wouters. 2015. Living apart together: A comparative 
evaluation of mergers of cadastral agencies and public land registers in Europe. Transforming 
government: people, process and policy 9 (4):545-562.
2.de Vries, W. T., T. N. Muparari, and J. A. Zevenbergen. 2016. Merger in land data handling, 
blending of cultures. Journal of Spatial Science:1-18.
3.Laarakker, P., W. T. de Vries, and R. Wouters. 2015. Land registration and cadastre : one or two 
agencies? Paper read at Linking land tenure and use for shared prosperity, proceedings of the 
annual World Bank conference on land and poverty, 23-27 March 2015, Washington DC, United 
States. .
4.Wouters, R., W. T. de Vries, and P. Laarakker. 2016. Land registration and cadastre, one or two 
agencies. . In 17th Worldbank conference on Land and Poverty. Washington, D.C. , USA.



DB-ranking   Rank    Merged
3            1 yes
5 2 yes
6 3 no
7 4 no

14 5 no
34 6 no
35 7 yes
49 8 yes
50 9  yes
53 10 yes
57 11 no
72 12 yes
73 13 no
83  14 no

104 15 no

Correlation study

Merged average rank = 7.0 
Non-merged average rank = 8.7
Range 4 – 11,5 

UNECE-benchmark vs 
WB Doing Business 



Statistics research

• 20 countries participated
• 12 countries (60%) merged and 
• 8 countries non-merged

For overall situation in Europe
• 42 countries invited to participate
• 28 countries (66%) are merged



Comparison between the degree of integration of enablers 
and of results
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Enablers Results

Leadership 3.04 People results 2.39

People 2.50 Customer results 2.28

Strategy 3.04 Society results 2.74

Partnerships and 

resources

2.44 Business results 2.52

Processes, products and 

services

2.88

Average 2.78 Average 2.48



Findings on mergers and integration
Findings

Success factors of cadastres and land registries are not necessarily related to the 
merging of organisations, but to other factors which may be involved when 
collaborating extensively.

The origin/start of merger processes lies in an external artefact of daily work –
either a clear law or a point in time at which interaction between staff members 
from separate agencies start to intensify their interactions.

Internal behaviour of individual staff members co-evolves with discussions on 
mergers. 
Mergers do not only occur through merging databases, but also through 
synthesizing organisational leadership and collaborative resource management

The degree and pace of integration in collective leadership and joint strategies 
between the agencies is out-of-sync with the degree of integration in handling 
customers and customer feedback collectively.



Resulting Challenges
Challenge / requirements for implementing mergers

In a merger process cadastres and land registries should take more care of which other 
organisations and other institutional factors in their environment significantly determine or 
influence their decisions. 

External artefacts which could initiate mergers should be pro-actively adopted, designed, 
created or found.  
Knowledge networks of staff members should be used and incorporated into merger 
discussions.  
Merger can only work if more integration takes place in all parts of the organisation, 
including asset, human and financial resource management, customer management, 
policy and strategy support and operational activities.  

The mismatch between the shared knowledge and experiences of top-level staff 
members amongst each other and that of operational staff members with customers’ 
needs to be repaired / improved. In other words, there needs to be a better match of 
customers’ feedback and operational changes. 



Core follow-up questions

1. To which extent the best practices can be customized or re-contextualised for 
organisations working in different institutional environments in different 
countries,

2. To which extent a narrow categorization of merger concepts better derive 
recommendations for innovation.

3. To which extent a narrow categorization of merger concepts would better 
predict internal and external behaviour of the respective organisations.   



Approach to handling these questions

Perspective Theoretical framework Analytical Aspects 
Internal Lean tools and methods in 

organisational and informational 
management (Tyagi et al. 2015)

1. Socialization
2. Externalization
3. Combination
4. Internalization 

External Policy implementation theory 
(May 2013)

1. Capability
2. Capacity
3. Potential
4. Contribution 



Aspect Explanation
Socialization the mix of activities of providing an opportunity for experience 

sharing, improve collaboration throughout given projects, 
encourages individuals to spend time together in joint hands-on 
experiences, supporting and providing opportunity for  informal 
meetings, and working in the same environment to exchange 
personal or specialized knowledge. 

Externalization the process whereby best practices and lessons learned are 
documented to avoid high uncertainty in future innovation

Combination a more institutionalization process of knowledge generation
Internalization the stage whereby collective explicit knowledge is transformed into 

tacit knowledge, updating the mental representations of individual 
organization members

Capability possibilities presented by a ‘complex intervention’ - a cognitive and 
behavioral ensemble that involves different material and cognitive 
practices, relations and interactions.

Capacity the social-structural resources available to agents of change
Potential the social-cognitive resources available to people, groups of people 

and organisational systems to change and influence change
Contribution what agents do to implement a complex interventions



Evaluating and assessing the challenges for each aspect leads to 
following recommendations for improving integration and merging



Capability
Use collective meetings, hackatons and write workshops to generate 
alternative ideas and solutions towards increased integration of 
databases and work processes.

Exchange knowledge and experience with partner organisations or 
organisations working under a similar (budget or institutional) regime 
how change can be fostered and coordinated.

Execute and share / present the results of internal staff surveys about 
the merged or potentially merged organization.  

Create standard platforms for both organisations for process 
preparation, development and execution.  

Organise ‘meet-the-directorate’ sessions in which ideas, strategies and 
experiences are shared. 



Capacity
Use interns and practical workers and BSc, MSc, PhD researchers to 
scan which new concepts and ideas are emergent in the external 
environment of ICT, legal changes (e.g. omgevingswet in NL; ).  Adopt 
such new ideas, symbols in both organisations. 

Identify relevant indicators in which yearly results can be presented 
jointly  in one single integrated way 

Employ experiences and networks from previous work assignments  of 
employees in order to foster merger opportunities

Promote exchange or rotation of staff such that collaboration culture is 
increasingly shared.  
Execute combined customer survey in order to seek knowledge about  
facts and artefacts relevant for both agencies



Potential
Identify staff members or inter-agency informal structures which 
are actively pursuing new ideas or are acting upon new 
opportunities of collaboration 

Identify which new trends or changes staff members are 
interested in to pursue.   

Activate employees of both organisations through providing 
funds for pilot projects. 

Install collective working groups with employees from different 
departments.
Work with customers from both agencies when handling 
customers feedback 



Contribution
Identify external resource dependencies which influence or de facto 
construct the processes leading to mergers decisions.   

Work with or learn from practical implementors of other organisations 
who facilitate a change or carry forward a decision into practical action 
(think of external consultants, IT companies)

Promote a comprehensive yet collaborative / joint 
way to measure and report on the joint added value of both agencies  in 
terms of cost/benefit for society 

Ensure that organizations rely on the same procedures and staff 
members when procuring from external parties

Collectively organise organize support for the joint strategic goals  of 
stakeholders of both agencies 



Socialization
Create internal workshops and social activities of both 
organisations together to enhance collaborative work potential in 
cadastral and land registry  products and services

Support the joint participation in staff development /staff upgrade 
opportunities (such as internal courses, webinars, etc.)  

Promote an open system of innovation and knowledge exchange. 
Collect and document experiences.
Human resource departments of respective agencies have the 
same remuneration and salary scheme

Only results of joint client and staff satisfaction surveys are used 
to further develop integrated strategy and policy. 



Externalization
Increase the means and (human) resources available to C&LR 
organizations are sufficient to realize the joint strategy 

Set-up of joint formal staff development strategies connected to 
specific themes which hare relevant for both agencies (e.g. system 
network management, data sharing, customer handling, etc.)

Rely on a single policy for employee development 

Execute a single standard employee satisfaction survey for all 
departments 

A customer management system can help to make implicit 
knowledge about customers  generated by interaction with 
customers to become more explicit.   



Combination
Create internal processes to collect and combine experience from 
other agencies in a similar situation in support of formulating 
arguments and internal strategy towards mergers

Presence of internal knowledge management systems on external 
factors (such as on joint customers, housing market, price 
developments, etc.)

Promote and support the development of joint vision on knowledge 
management 

Devise and internal policy to plan for efficiency and effectiveness 
increases of in one joint manner (hence for both agencies together) 

Installation of customer groups to enhance transdisciplinary 
knowledge and solutions. 



Internalization
Use the interpretation of customer feedback, professional meetings 
or workshops on novel developments to (re-)design the merger 
strategy

Presence of a (joint) monitoring system relying on mutually agreed 
indicators to check whether joint strategies towards mergers are 
followed up.
Ensure that all employees of respective C&LR organizations 
understand their contribution to the overall joint (post-merged) 
objectives 

Formalise joint procedures for both agencies (for example for data 
access or mutations, for working or work contract conditions). 

Create mutually re-enforcing streams of information to improve the 
relations with customers.  



Conclusions

1. Practical ways to stimulate internal drivers towards mergers depend on the 
presence of internal staff development mechanism, internal knowledge 
development systems, and the ability to innovate in a flexible way, amongst others.

2. The 8 aspects connected to the theoretical frameworks provide even a narrower 
picture in how to convert specific gaps in perceptions about merger processes 
towards actual merger implementation steps.

3. the narrower categorization of merger concepts and implementation strategies can 
indeed   better evaluate, predict and steer internal and external behaviour of the 
respective organisations during a merging process.



For further discussion / research

1. The subsequent merger studies have revealed a certain amount of complexity 
and nuances in the variation in merging and the challenges connected to this 
variation

2. The key issue or objective may not be merger per se, but organisational 
development and strategic organisational embedding in society.

3. Making the key roles for the organisational system(s) dealing with land and 
land information more explicit and open to new demands requires a more 
flexible response of both cadastres and land registries to needs of politics and 
society.



Thank you for your attention
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